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33/2-8 Burwood Road, Burwood Heights, NSW 2136

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment

Simon  Saad
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Contact Agent

A huge entertainers' balcony is the star feature of this fantastic apartment, with an incredible north easterly aspect

ensuring an abundance of natural sunshine. Situated in the heart of Burwood in 'The 8' complex, this stunning apartment

boasts exceptional convenience without compromising on a peaceful setting. Featuring spacious interiors, a well

appointed kitchen, three bedrooms plus two bathrooms, you'll have everything you need for an executive lifestyle pad or

low maintenance family sanctuary. Absolutely ideal for young families or investors, the generous three-bedroom layout

provides enormous versatility and comfort, with sleek modern finishes and tall glass sliding doors enhancing the

interiors.Bright open plan living with quality tiled floorsVast balcony perfect for generous entertainingThree bedrooms,

two with built-in wardrobesTwo bathrooms, main with bath + int. laundrySecure parking + ducted air conditioningYou'll

be moments from Burwood Station, and a short walk from restaurants, Westfield Shopping Centre, Burwood Public

School and Burwood Library. Adding even more convenience and investment appeal, there are buses to the city just

footsteps from the front door.For more information, please contact Simon Saad on 0424 424 236Disclaimer: Little Real

Estate has not independently checked any of the information we merely pass on. We make no comment on and give no

warranty as to the accuracy of the information contained in this document which does not constitute all or any part of any

offer or contract by the recipient. Prospective purchasers must rely on their own enquiries and should satisfy themselves

as to the truth or accuracy of all information given by their own inspections, searches, inquiries, advices or as is otherwise

necessary. No duty of care is assumed by Little Real Estate toward the recipient with regard to the use of this information

and all information given is given without responsibility.This property is being sold by auction or without a price and

therefore a price guide can not be provided. The website may have filtered the property into a price bracket for website

functionality purposes.** Some images included in the listing have been virtually staged to help showcase the intended

use and true potential of spaces in the home**


